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Buyer’s Guide For Mobile Computers For Warehouse Operations

BUYER’S GUIDE FOR MOBILE COMPUTERS FOR 
WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS

The warehousing and distribution sector is in the midst of a massive, industry-wide changeover in 

mobile computers used for RF and voice directed warehouse applications. This transition has been 

driven by the end of life of the Windows mobile operating system and the ongoing evolution of 

industrial and consumer mobile device markets, including the development of new wearable 

smartwatches and glasses. The result is that DC managers and IT teams have more options than ever 

when selecting mobile computers for use in their facilities.

This Buyer’s Guide describes the key technical and functional considerations to bear in mind when 

selecting the best device for your mobile application needs, particularly with regard to hands-free 

mobile applications leveraging voice, scanning and displays. We also include a Device Selection Matrix 

that summarizes the range of mobile devices appropriate for use in a warehouse.

Windows Sunset and The Consumerization of Industrial Hardware

While management apps are now routinely used on consumer or ruggedized tablets, many DCs run 

their picking and other mobile applications with Microsoft Windows-based warehouse bricks (or 

handhelds/guns), wrist-mounted wearable computers, vehicle mount terminals, and legacy voice-only 

appliances. Microsoft’s decision to end support for the Windows CE operating system 

in 2020/21 has accelerated the replacement market and opened the door to newer Android-based 

wearable and mobile devices.

in 2015, Lucas pioneered the use of Android smartphones with Jennifer™ voice-directed applications. 

At that time smartphones held distinct advantages over traditional warehouse hardware. For one, 

smartphone touch screen interfaces were familiar and easier to use for new workers. The Android 

smartphones of 2015 also o�ered greater processing power, more memory, better screens and 

support for the latest Bluetooth standards. And those consumer smartphones were increasingly 

durable (“teen-tested”) and came with a sharp price advantage over traditional warehouse devices.

The price-performance advantages of smartphones  have all but disappeared as industrial device 

manufacturers introduced economical new Android touch computers and handhelds, while the costs 

for high-end smartphones have continued to increase. Today there are many Android industrial 

devices that compare favorably to smartphones. And many of these computers include high-

performance scanners. Finally, the industrial devices are available with multi-year hardware 

maintenance and repair programs that tip the price-performance calculus. 

How To Choose Among Android Wearables, Touch Computers and Traditional Warehouse Bricks and Guns
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Function Before Form Factor

Device selection today is complicated by the fact that mobile applications are richer and more varied than ever 

before. Today’s RF applications are much more likely to include graphical information (in addition to text), and 

they may include audible indicators and voice direction. Likewise, earlier voice applications have added barcode 

scanning and screens to support “multi-modal” processes that optimize user productivity and accuracy at every 

step in a process. In fact, every Lucas “voice” application delivered over the past 15 years has supported the use 

of barcode scanning and device displays. (For more on this subject, read our White Paper: Warehouse Mobility 

Beyond Voice and RF.)

» Barcode Scanning: What is the optimal use of barcode scanning in your process? Are there points within 

a voice-directed process in which scanning would provide a time-savings and/or improve accuracy over 

speech recognition? For example, do you need to enter variable product data at the point of pick, and is it 

quicker to scan to identify or induct a picking tote?

Recommendation: Carefully evaluate the pros and cons of scanning barcodes versus speech recognition for 

di�erent process steps – including pre- and post-process tasks like cart setup or staging. Speaking a string 

of numbers may be slower, so scanning may improve the e�ciency of these steps and deliver signi�cant 

productivity gains. Talk to your application provider about ways to appropriately incorporate scanning and 

to tailor your dialogue and process �ow to ensure the best balance of accuracy and productivity for your 

operation. 

In terms of hardware, handheld devices with an integrated scanner may be ideal for occasional scanning, 

but for scan-intensive applications you may want to use a wireless ring scanner or tethered mini-scanner 

paired with a mobile computer

» Visual Cues and Screen-based Information: Are there places within a voice-directed process where visual 

information will improve e�ciency, streamline exception processing, or eliminate errors – for example, by 

displaying product or package images, lists of items, or navigational cues .

Recommendation: The advent of low-cost smartwatches and other light weight wearables is 

making it more practical to give mobile users in-context visual cues (such as product images

) or text- based information without adding unnecessary time to a hands-on transaction. There 

are numerous other uses for a device screen, including user training and technical trouble-shooting on the 

warehouse �oor.

When comparing available hardware devices, it’s worth noting that voice-only wearables typically cost 

more than standard devices with a touchscreen. So whether or not a screen is required for your application, 

there may be a cost advantage to choosing a device with a touchscreen. 
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******
Password

Jennifer
ID » Security and Sign On: What are your corporate password and security requirements? Will users 

need to enter standard alphanumeric user names and passwords via a physical keypad and/or 
touchscreen. 

Recommendation: 

of a screen and keypad for sign on. 

» Multi-Purpose Requirements: Will the computer device you use for voice-directed applications 
also be used for RF and/or other mobile applications? Will you need to use a device across 
multiple shifts?

Recommendation: While there are IT advantages in using a single device across all functions 

RF devices with a pistol grip may not be suitable for use in a voice application, where the 

RF applications may require use of a wearable device and ring scanner, which might not be 
needed for voice. Devices that will be used across multiple shifts should have swappable 
batteries or come with power packs that enable them to operate for multiple shifts without 
recharging. New wearable devices - watches and glasses - may not provide full-shift battery life.

» Environmental Requirements: Environmental issues to consider include operating 

temperatures, background noise, and possible exposure to moisture and dirt. For example, if 
devices will be used in freezers, will you need to access the device display while in the freezer.

Recommendation: A number of industrial Android wearables and tablets are freezer-rated to 
function in challenging environments. For applications where users do not need to access the 

device display as part of their main work�ow, it may be possible to use non-freezer rated 

devices in an insulated case or pouch.
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About Lucas Systems, Inc. 

Other Technical and Cost Considerations

Functionality is not the only consideration in device selection. Other technical considerations 
include wireless network support, compatibility with other internal standards for device 
management and security, and longevity. While consumer smartphones have 6-12 month 
product lifecycles, industrial devices have multi-year product lifecycles, providing device 
management advantages for IT organizations.

Cost is always an important consideration. Contrary to what you might expect, voice-only 
hardware devices with less multi-modal functionality (no screen or scanner, for example), 
actually cost more than Android touch computers and handhelds with fuller multi-modal 
tools. Also, cost is a far more complex issue than just initial purchase price – there are long-
term ownership costs, accessory costs, and warranty costs to consider. Extended hardware 
maintenance programs are usually well worth the upfront cost.

The bottom line is that a clear understanding of your environmental, technical, and functional 
requirements can help you select the best device for your particular needs. By doing a thorough 
functional analysis up-front you can avoid spending more money than you should on your 
hardware and help ensure the best possible long-term  for your operation.



Type Description Multi-Modal Voice Pro� le Pros and Cons

Touch Computer 

or Smartphone

These devices do not have a physical keypad, and they are smaller and 

lighter than traditional warehouse devices, with bigger, better touchscreens. 

They can be worn on a wrist or belt, and paired with Bluetooth barcode 

scanners, headsets, and other peripherals. Several industrial touch 

computers include high-performance integrated scanners.

Touch computers and smartphones can be used in almost 

any voice application, including those requiring 

occasional scanning. They can be paired with a Bluetooth 

scanner for more scan-intensive applications. 

• Touch computers and smartphones o� er performance and ergonomic advantages over 

other form factors.

• Some models cost up to 70 percent less than large handhelds and wearables (including 

voice wearables).

• Touch computers have swappable batteries making them a preferred alternative for 

multi-shift operation.

• Smartphones are generally not available with multi-year extended warranties or service 

plans.

Industrial 

Handheld

Handheld devices are the most common mobile computers used in a 

warehouse, and the most popular platform for � rst generation multi-modal 

voice applications. They combine a screen, keypad and integrated barcode 

scanner, and some newer models support RFID. Most are available with or 

without a pistol-grip.

A handheld computer with an integrated scanner is 

well-suited to RF and all types of voice applications, 

especially applications in which occasional scanning is 

required.

• Lighter-weight handheld devices provide ruggedness along with sharp cost advantages 

over more expensive industrial wearable or vehicle mount terminals.

• Handhelds can serve double-duty in voice and traditional RF applications.

• Hot swappable batteries and multi-dock chargers make these the workhorse in most DCs.

• Costs increase with size and degree of ruggedness and/or IP rating.

Smartwatch and 

Smartglass

A new class of all-in-one Android smartwatches support voice, speech 

recognition and Bluetooth support to connect to wireless headsets and 

scanners. Smartglasses provide heads up display information in the user’s 

� eld of vision, and pair via Bluetooth with external scanners.

All-in-one smartwatches can support voice and 

multi-modal applications, especially where screen based 

information is frequently needed in a voice work� ow. 

Smartglasses are an emerging form factor for traditional 

RF applications with limited data input requirements.

•  Smartwatches are a cost-eff ective alternative to traditional wearables for many 
voice-directed applications

•  Charging and battery life limit the applicability of smartwatches and smartglasses for 

multiple shifts.
•  Smartglasses 

Industrial Wearable The original “gladiator” type wrist-mount wearables have evolved into 

powerful, � exible computers with color touchscreens and keypads to 

support traditional RF and voice applications. They can be paired with 

wireless barcode scanners for near-hands-free scanning. Unlike handheld 

computers, there are far fewer alternatives available in this category.

Wearables are best-suited for voice-directed applica-

tions in demanding environments, where scanning is 

not required. When paired with a ring scanner, they are 

also a good choice for scan-intensive multi-modal voice 

applications. 

• Wearables provide ruggedness, light weight and a small size, making them a good option 

for voice and RF applications, when paired with a ring scanner.

• Wearables come at a signi� cant price premium over lightweight handhelds and touch 

computers. 

Voice  Wearables Sometimes referred to as voice appliances, these devices do not have a 

screen or keypad, yet they typically cost as much as a full-featured wearable. 

Some are available with an optional scanner, and they can be paired with a 

wireless barcode scanner. These are proprietary devices that will only 

support the device manufacturer’s voice software.

Single-purpose wearables are best-suited for voice-only 

applications in the harshest environments. When paired 

with a ring scanner, they can also be used for 

scan-intensive multi-modal voice applications. 

• Voice wearables cost 2-3 times more than a lightweight handheld or touch computer.

• Can only be used with the hardware vendor’s voice software, leading to vendor lock in 

and eliminating software � exibility.

• Voice wearables provide ruggedness but they do not provide the screen capabilities of 

other devices. In e� ect, you pay more for a less-capable device.

Vehicle Mount 

Terminal

These computers are typically mounted to a lift truck or other mobile equip-

ment and include a full-sized screen and keyboard. They are typically paired 

with a handheld barcode scanner (wired or wireless) for use in RF 

applications. Newer models that include support for Bluetooth audio are 

appropriate for voice using wireless headsets.

Vehicle mount terminals are only appropriate for appli-

cations in which users ride a lift truck or other mobile 

equipment.

• Vehicle mount terminals cost 4-5 times that of a lightweight handheld or touch computer.

• Terminals are powered by the equipment, so battery life and multi-shift operation are 

non-issues.

• Most appropriate for RF applications with signi� cant key input and screen interaction.

Tablet New industrial tablets can be mounted on equipment to replace vehicle 

mount terminals, paired with wireless scanners and keyboards. Some tablets 

support the latest Bluetooth standards making them appropriate for voice 

directed applications.

Voice-capable tablets can be mounted on carts or riding 

equipment, and paired with � xed or wearable scanners to 

provide � exible scan, voice, and screen-based work� ows.

• Cost-e� ective alternative to traditional vehicle mount devices.

• Like vehicle mount terminals, mounted tablets can be powered by the equipment, so 

battery life and multi-shift operation are non-issues.

• Larger screen opens opportunities to present additional visual information (item details 

and images; navigation hints or warehouse maps, etc.) within a range of work� ows.
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